Guard-Wal (EAGLE handle)
15" Victor (Seek n Destroy)
Victory is an inch away with Victor in hand, “Kill it before it kills you”..











BLADE SIZE: 15 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 10mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 1250 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT:1550 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 2050 grams
FUNCTION: Attacking, Combat, Defending, Fighting, Heavy Duty, Jungle Warfare, Lethal, Military
ORIGIN: Dharan, Eastern Nepal (released on 5th Oct 2008)
CATEGORY: Guard-Wal (EAGLE handle)
BLADE FINISHING: Semi-Polish

The massive success of the exclusive “Eagle” handle and famous “World War” blade influenced the creation of this
unique and useful khukuri. The name says it all in a typical and strict military terms; locate the subject /object, destroy
it and get victorious. This is what the 15” Victor is constructed to do; one lethal blow and the target bites the dust.
Similarly along with its superb cutting and hacking abilities it is as good and effective as a stabbing knife because of its
special “Eagle” type handle where it restricts the using hand within the handle area and hence safe-guarding of the hand
is achieved. KHHI gets better and bigger with the release of this one of a kind superb creation and a mortal weapon.
Victory is an inch away with Victor in hand, “Kill it before it kills you”..
Blade:: The most famous and legendary kukri, “World War” makes the blade of Victor but in 15 inches length. The
shape of the knife is the old Gurkha Army model extensively used during world war days particularly in the 2nd world
war. The documented source and collections say that majority of kukris used during the end of 2nd world war was the

“World War” version and thus the name. The blade is semi-polished for strength and look. This also gives durability to
the edge of the blade as long machinery process required to polishing is skipped and hence original temper is retained.
Handle:: It is improvised with an unique outstanding and more protective handle; designed to safe guard user’s hand at
all times. This distinct handle where the bolster (Kanzo) is lifted upright from the front will ensure that the user’s hand
always stays at the handle section no matter what. Moreover the handle slightly bents as it finishes towards the end to
provide a perfect grip and a comfortable holding. The handle further has metal butt cap overlapping the end of the
handle for strength and look. The handle also facilitates a wrist loop belt (lanyard hole) to ensure that the kukri never
drops off. As well the full flat tang handle reinforced by rivets gives maximum strength and durability. Furthermore the
knuckle shaped handle allows each finger to stay at the curvature firmly and as a result user can hold comfortably,
strongly and perform a job more swiftly. These over all uniqueness of this kukri truly makes it THE knife to possess.
Scabbard:: A typical black tainted buffalo leather is used like the army models. The scabbard has flat inner wooden
frame designed for easy/swift in and out drawing. White metal chape/tip and thick belt holder are also fixed to ensure
better appearance and superior strength.
Materials / Features:
Buffalo leather scabbard, Indian rosewood special “Eagle” handle with finger grip, semi polished WW blade.

American Eagle (Freedom)
Signifier of one of the world’s most respected and feared predators that is also the symbol of freedom to Americans and
others…











BLADE SIZE: 10 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 9mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 650 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 875 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1175 grams
FUNCTION: Collection, Gift, Indoor, Outdoor, Regular work, Trekking
ORIGIN: Dharan, Eastern Nepal (released on 2nd Oct 2006)
CATEGORY: Guard-Wal (EAGLE handle)
BLADE FINISHING: Mirror Polish

KHHI’s product line gets another boost, gets stronger and smarter with the release of this fascinating and unique kukri.
An exciting and exaggerated name, “American Eagle” is given to denote the specialty of the knife as a signifier of one
of the world’s most respected and feared predators that is also the symbol of freedom to Americans and others. The
“Bald Eagle” found in the US land is the influential factor for the name and look of this kukri because of the eagle’s
supremacy, amazement, ferocity and more importantly its use as an icon of the world’s most powerful word
“FREEDOM”.
Blade:: The most famous and legendary kukri the “World War” makes the blade of the American eagle. The shape of
the knife is the old Gurkha Army model that was believed to have been used in world war days particularly in the 2nd
world war. The blade is highly polished to prevent from getting rust and to look better.
Handle:: It is improvised with an unique outstanding and more protective handle; designed to safe guard user’s hand at
all times. This distinct handle where the bolster (Kanzo) is lifted upright (about an inch) from the front edge will ensure
that the user’s hand always stays at the handle section no matter what. Moreover the handle (steel butt cap) goes
slightly bent as it finishes towards the end to provide a perfect grip and a comfortable holding. The handle further has
metal butt cap overlapping the end of the handle for strength and look. The handle also facilitates a wrist-loop belt to go
through its hole (lanyard) to ensure that the kukri is never dropped. The name “Eagle” is also well supported by the
handle itself as it appears to be like that of the head of the eagle (Beak Head and Eyes) when observed closely. The full
flat tang (Panawal version) reinforced with silver (aluminum) rivets is another significant aspect of the Eagle Kukri’s
handle that furnishes a long-lasting and heavy-duty handle.
Scabbard:: A special type of leather is used to make the scabbard shinier, stronger and better looking. Laced frog
(fasten-up) with twin belt loops is fitted for smarter look. White metal chape protects the scabbard’s naked tip and
provides beauty to the knife.
2 x traditional small knives are discarded to present a new and modern look.
Materials / Features:
Special leather scabbard, Indian rosewood Eagle handle, Extra polished blade

Chukuri Plus (Redefined)
Better and superior version of the reg. Chukuri – redefined and refurnished to incorporate optimum power and
versatility - to thrush out amazing feat of force and faith..











BLADE SIZE: 10 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 8.5mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 725 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 850 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1150 grams
FUNCTION: Attacking, Collection, Combat, Hunting, Jungle Warfare, Lethal, Regular work,Stabbing
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 25th Apr 2009)
CATEGORY: Guard-Wal (EAGLE handle)
BLADE FINISHING: Unpolish

Better and superior version of the reg. Chukuri – redefined and refurnished to incorporate optimum power and
versatility - to thrush out amazing feat of force and faith – to execute an action be it to defend or to invade in the easiest
and most effective style. Chukuri Plus, the “Redefined”, makes up for all the limitations of the reg. Chukuri one may
feel it should have, like slightly “Longer” for better coverage, “Hand Guard” for safety and protection, “Fingers Grip”
(contours) for strong sturdy grip, “UnPolished” for stronger and sharper edge (bevel) etc to name a few. The ever
increasing demand of the Chukuri and KHHI’s persistence to better the model to making it an ultimate kick-ass knife,
the “Chukuri Plus” has been produced. It is truly a defender, deifier, destroyer, and definitely deadly.

Handle:
- Full flat tang with 3 x rivets wooden handle for tough and lasting grip
- Steel hand guard fixture to protect hand from slipping towards the blade
- Special “Eagle” type handle for durability and look, having a lanyard hole
- Finger-Gripper handle for compact and comfort grip

Blade:
- Unpolished double edge blade
- Unpolished for strength and power as initial temper is retained since the blade is not polished where maximum heat
generated during the long machinery process of polishing/shinning
- 10.5” long bladed for better coverage and range
- Distinct (trademark) religious symbol forged to uphold the Khukuri legacy
Scabbard:
- Normal black leather scabbard for strength and durability
- Lanyard facility in the tip to tie around the user’s thigh
- Thick belt holder (frog) to carry the knife
Materials / Features:
Water buffalo leather scabbard, Special “Eagle” type wooden handle

KHHI Max (Xtreme)
Built to withstand and endure the maximum force and to give out the maximum impact..











BLADE SIZE: 11 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 10mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 900 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 1150 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1500 grams
FUNCTION: Combat, Gift, Heavy Duty, Jungle Warfare, Lethal,Outdoor, Trekking
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 25th Sept 2007
CATEGORY: Guard-Wal (EAGLE handle)
BLADE FINISHING: Semi-Polish

The name says it all!! KHHI Max is built to withstand and endure the maximum force and to give out the maximum
impact. This Xtreme kukri is the combination of two most successful and advance features of KHHI’s best sellers; the
complete fuller version and the protective hand guard full-flat-tang hilt. KHHI brings together these two special
features in one that will give the maximum thrust which would make the knife an ideal cutting machine and a brutal
combat menace. The labor and time put in into making this kukri is tremendous as it is entirely hand done.
Blade:: basically the famous “World War” version however made more broader for bigger better impact with semipolished improvised finishing in the blade - the complete fuller version from tip to the notch area on the surface level is
designated to give more strength and durability to the width of the blade while in use - the curvature will give much
needed support to the flat surface for heavy duty work and also makes lighter and thus easier to handle – the blade is a
display of true craftsmanship as it is the hardest to craft
Handle:: improvised, unique and more protective handle; designed to safe guard user’s hand at all times – the distinct
handle where the metal fixture (bolster) is lifted upright (about an inch) from the front will ensure that the user’s hand
always stays within the handle section - the distinct handle goes slightly bent as it finishes towards the end to provide a
perfect grip and a comfortable holding - the handle also facilitates a wrist-loop see through hole to ensure that the kukri
never drops – full flat tang with rivets in the handle for maximum strength and effect
Accompanying Knives:: special and high quality small knives (Utility Knife + Sharpener) – better made and tampered
than the regular ones – small and important work accomplisher.
Materials / Features:
Buffalo leather scabbard, Indian rosewood special “Eagle” handle, semi polished fuller/layer blade, 2 x special small
knives

